
How It Works
Air Supply™ generates an intense electrostatic ion
wind that charges floating particles in the breath-
ing zone.

The particles are then repelled away from the wear-
er substantially creating a particle free exclusion
zone for toxic allergens, smoke, dust, viruses and
bacteria in the breathing zsone. Perfumes and
odors are also minimized by the Air Supply™ ion-
ization effect.

Significant and substantial reductions of airborne
breathable particles have been confirmed by lead-
ing world authorities in health related aerosol stud-
ies by Wein Air Supply™ technology from .04 to 3
microns in size.

This represents most viruses and bacteria. Because
this happens outside the body. It does not matter
how infectious or toxic these particles are!

Substantial inhalation risk reductions were con-
firmed under strict laboratory conditions in con-
fined spaces (aircraft cabin simulations) and large
test calibration chambers (rooms) used.

A leading aerosol scientist who peer reviewed the
studies said:

"Whether a particle is biological or virulent in
humans is of no relevance while it is airborne."
"While still airborne, these virulent particles obey
the same laws and effects as all airborne particles of
the same aerodynamic size and density."

Testing with inert particles of the same size and
density therefore yields a very powerful methodol-
ogy to characterized any floating particle whether
infectious or not!

See www.weinproducts.com
for more information.

Disclaimer
These ionic devices are not medical products! Do
not reduce or eliminate any approved therapy or
drugs prescribed by a physician. These do not treat
or cure any disease of the body, but they do reduce
the inhalation risk of airborne viruses or bacteria
similar to the action of a mask. Neither the Wein

AS150MM Air Supply™ MiniMate nor any surgical
mask or respirator mask can offer 100% protection
against viral or bacterial infections including sars
coronavirus.

Infectious agents can enter the body by other
routes including touch, contact, hand/oral food
ingestion, etc. Public health authorities recommend
frequent and thorough hand washing. Particularly
after any contact with suspected sars carriers or
patients or any objects including your own mask
that may be contaminated with sars coronavirus.
Added protection against sars coronavirus or other
infectious airborne agents.

Mask/Air Supply combination
Recent testing has confirmed a dramatic enhance-
ment effect for masks of infectious particle exclu-
sion using this combination of mask and Wein
wearable Wein AirSupply™ MiniMate AS150MM
from .04 to 3 microns.

Further research is being conducted in this area.

Wein Products is the creator of wearable air purifi-
cation and has been the leading brand with safety
and effectiveness certifications by world authori-
ties and University research institutes.

The Good Housekeeping Institute tested the Air
Supply in independent controlled multi-person
studies. They then had the results reviewed by
experts and doctors and recommended the Wein
Air Supply on US television on Dateline NBC which
you can see on our website:
www.weinproducts.com

"IF YOU CAN'T BREATHE, NOTHING ELSE MATTERS!"
(AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION)

The Air Supply® does not treat or cure people of
any disease, it does treat the air people breathe to
help make it fresher and safer because it substan-
tially reduces the inhalation risk of toxic particles
including airborne viruses and bacteria like SARS
CORONAVIRUS, INHALATION ANTHRAX and
SMALLPOX. It has even been laboratory tested
against INFLUENZA sized particles!


